SPA AND HOT TUB SANITIZER
When used as directed, this product is effective as a spa and hot tub sanitizer and disinfectant.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Read entire label and use strictly in accordance with precautionary statements and directions.

Ensure all spa equipment is working properly. Clean or backwash filter following manufacturer’s directions. Adjust pH to between 7.2 - 7.6. When using other products as outlined in directions for this product, always follow directions on those products. Fill spa bromine feeder with this product and adjust feeder, following manufacturer’s directions to yield bromine residual between 2 - 4 ppm in residential spas and 4 - 6 ppm in commercial spas. Check feeder regularly and add additional product as needed to maintain the bromine residual. The pump and filter should be operated for at least three hours every day whether spa is used or not. Keep the spa free of leaves and other debris. To maintain clear, clean water and insure the performance of your spa chemicals, spas should be drained and refilled with fresh water every 60 days in residential spas or a minimum of every 7 days in commercial spas.

Reentry into treated spas is prohibited above levels of 8 ppm bromine due to risk of body injury.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: Keep this product dry in original tightly closed container when not in use. Store in a cool, dry, well ventilated area away from heat or open flame. Do not contaminate food or feed by storage or disposal.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer for recycling, if available. Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
DANGER: Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye damage and skin burns. Harmful if swallowed. Irritating to nose and throat. Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. Wear protective eyewear (goggles, face shield, or safety glasses). Wear protective clothing and rubber gloves when handling this product. Avoid breathing dust and fumes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Remove contaminated clothing and wash clothing before reuse.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS: STRONG OXIDIZING AGENT. Do not mix with other chemicals. Mix only with water. Never add water to product. Always add product to large quantities of water. When using automatic feeding devices, always follow manufacturer’s directions as to the proper amount of sanitizer product to brominators. Use clean dry utensils. Do not add this product to any dispensing device containing remnants of any other product. Such use may cause a violent reaction leading to fire or explosion. Contamination with moisture, organic matter or other chemicals will start a chemical reaction and generate heat, hazardous gas, possible fire and explosion. In case of contamination or decomposition, do not reseal container. If possible, isolate container in open air or well ventilated area. Flood area with large volumes of water.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesticide is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms.

NOTE: Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

(Each tablet weighs approximately 20 grams.)
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